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Objective of Study

Objective of Study

1

Identify and quantify economic
benefits of Lynas’ investment and
operation in Malaysia

2

Assess strategic impact of Lynas’
operation in Malaysia
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Executive Summary
At a Glance
•

Study only considers economic activities which take place nationally

•

Lynas contributed RM2.6Bn FDI since 2008, with a capital intensive and state-of-the-art plant plus triggered a further investment
by local suppliers of approximately RM 300Mn

•

In 2018, in terms of economic impact, Lynas has:
•

Contributed +RM969Mn GDP impact

•

Created 1,016 direct jobs; of which 98% are for local with majority from Pahang and Terengganu

•

Paid RM4.3Mn in taxes to local and National Government

•

Other impacts include increasing net currency inflow, skilling up employees through training, conducting CSR activities and
potentially reducing import of Kieserite

•

Growing demand of rare earth globally. Malaysia is the 2nd largest producer of rare earth globally, China dominates ~80% of global
production.
•

Global shortage - China implemented policy to reduce production and limit exports of rare earth. Intention to expand Chinese
enterprises economic dominance and disadvantage foreign enterprises

•

Malaysia can use rare earth production in-country as a strategic resource, but a need to consider residue disposal

•

Local development of industries around Gebeng area (spin-over investment effects)

•

Importance of investors’ confidence with predictable economic, political and policy environment
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Looking at economic growth of Pahang, both GDP and household income
have increased positively
Pahang Gross Domestic Product (Constant 2010)

Average Pahang monthly household income

RM Mn

RM

Accounts for
16% of
National
GDP in 2017

5.0% p.a.

10.2% p.a.
50,448

5,012

38,148

2011
•
•

3,745

2017

In 2017, manufacturing was 3rd highest contributor to
GDP for Pahang at 21.8%
Services contributed the highest GDP of 48% in 2017
(after wholesale and retail trade and services, especially the
food & beverage and lodging)

Source: Department of Statistics Malaysia

2012
•
•

2016

Pahang’s household income has grown significantly,
but is still below the national level (RM6,958)
However, Pahang recorded one of the fastest household
income growth rates among all states in Malaysia
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Our understanding - Lynas is the only miner and producer of rare earth
products outside of China
Key Facts
1

Processes high quality rare earth materials in
Gebeng, Pahang since 2013

2

Concentrate rare earth ore imported from Mt
Weld, Western Australia (25 years reserve)

3

Second largest producer of NeodymiumPraseodymium (NdPr) material in the world and
the leading supplier of NdPr to the free market

4

All final product is currently exported. Key
export destinations are Japan, China, Europe
and North America

5

Rare earth is essential to high technology, high
growth industries such as electric vehicles and
wind turbines

Source: Lynas
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Rare earth is an important component of many high-tech devices
Rare Earth Value Chain

Mine

Production: Cracking &
Separation
•

•
•
•
•
•

China
Australia
India
Brazil
Thailand

•
•
•

Further Reprocessing

China: State owned
enterprise and
independents
Lynas
Silmet
Indian RE

•
•
•

Metal making – China,
Vietnam & Thailand
Alloy – China, Japan,
Vietnam
Mixed oxide making –
France, Japan & China

Functional Elements

•
•
•

•

1

Source: Lynas; Rare Earth Investing News

Lynas covers this part
of value chain (covered
in next slide)

•

Magnet makers – China,
Japan & Germany
NiMH batteries – China
& Japan
Fluid catalytic cracking
catalyst – USA, Europe,
China
Automotive catalyst –
UK, Europe, USA,
Japan, China
Phosphors (lighting) –
China, Germany & USA
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Rare earth ore concentrate transported from Australia and processed at
LAMP plant in Gebeng, Kuantan
2
Ore with c.a. 9% REO trucked
away to concentration plant
1.5km away

Ore feeds into Mt Weld Concentration Plant:
Crushing → Grinding → Flotation → Filtration →
Concentrates
Concentrates contain c.a. 40% REO (1,600 ppm
Thorium or 1,600g Thorium in a tonne of concentrate)
Concentrate exported for
processing in Malaysia

1 Ore mined at Mt Weld Mine
in Western Australia

Concentrate shipped to Malaysia
through Port of Fremantle

3 Concentrate chemically
processed at Gebeng,
Kuantan
(+Water +Sulphuric Acid
+Ammonia +Magnesium
Hydroxide)

Produces

Activity takes place in Malaysia

Finished
products:
Refined REO at
95% to 99.99%

100%
Exported
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OVERVIEW

Quantitative economic impact is typically reported in terms of:
ECONOMIC
IMPACT

Quantitative

1

2

3

4

5

GNI
GDP

Measures total number of
“value-added” that Lynas
contribute to their
purchase inputs in order to
produce their own output

GNI

Measures all income of a
country’s resident and
businesses, regardless
of where it’s produced
(economic output plus
net income from abroad
minus net income from
labour and capital to and
from foreigners)

FTE Equivalent
Jobs
Estimated number of
jobs created

Tax Contribution

Cumulative FDI
since 2008

Tax revenue collected by
different levels of
Government and
includes tax revenues on
products and production
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METHODOLOGY

OPERATIONAL

CONSTRUCTION

1

GDP

How is Lynas’ GDP impact calculated?

DIRECT EFFECT

INDIRECT EFFECT

INDUCED EFFECT

Local construction cost during
construction period. Difference
between value of sales and
purchased inputs during operational
period.

Suppliers purchasing goods and
services and hiring workers to meet
demand – 2nd round impacts would
not occur but for operations

Result from employees purchasing
goods and services at a household
level

Multiplier computed based on National IO
table 2010 under Construction

Multiplier computed based on Marginal
Propensity to Consume based on Bank
Negara Malaysia report

Construction cost (local
component)

Using income approach (Value
add) = Adjusted EBITDA* +
Employee Compensation

Local
construction
cost

1.02
Multiplier

Multiplier computed based on National IO
table 2010 under Basic Precious and NonFerrous Metal

Local
input
cost

0.52
Multiplier

Employee
compensation

2.97
Multiplier

Multiplier computed based on input from
interviews with Lynas’ employees

Employee
compensation

7.70
Multiplier

*Adjusted EBITDA is based on operational performance. Difference with reported financial EBITDA is timing difference between COGS and manufacturing cost,
foreign currency exchange gains/ losses and loss on disposal of assets
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CONSTRUCTION PERIOD

1

GDP

RM2.5Bn nominal cost for Lynas’ plant construction

Cumulative spending FY2008 - FY2013

Key Insights

RM Mn

• High capital intensive plant as
compared to other normal
manufacturing plants
1,190

148

2,505

~54% of total investment is
local component, which
results in direct impact

Note:
1. Local portion of construction cost used to
estimate indirect impact
2. Induced impact calculated from
construction employee wages published
in Construction Industry Census 2016

1,167

Direct

o

Indirect

Induced

Total

Source: Lynas; PE Research Analysis; Construction Industry Census 2016; Bank Negara Malaysia
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OPERATIONAL PERIOD

1

Direct effect can be measured from following activities

GDP

DIRECT EFFECTS

FY2018

Revenue: RM 1.19Bn
(100% Export)

-RM 432Mn
Local inter-industry
purchases

-RM 389Mn
Household income

All businesses
Note: Household income is represented by employee compensation

Leakages (e.g.
import raw material)

ADJUSTED EBITDA* + EMPLOYEE
COMPENSATION = RM 369Mn

Continued next page

*Adjusted EBITDA is based on operational performance. Difference with reported financial EBITDA is timing difference between COGS and manufacturing cost,
foreign currency exchange gains/ losses and loss on disposal of assets
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OPERATIONAL PERIOD

1

GDP

Multiplier effect generates indirect and induced impact

INDIRECT AND INDUCED EFFECTS

Local inter-industry
purchases

Household income

Local
household
purchases

Savings

Government
revenue

Leakages

Government
revenue

Leakages

Leakages

All businesses
Local inter-industry
purchases

Household income

Local
household
purchases

Savings

Leakages

Until money in circulation
becomes insignificant
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OPERATIONAL PERIOD

1

GDP

Direct Effect: Inter-industry Purchases
% of
Purchases

Upstream
suppliers

Repair &
Maintenance

•

Pahang &
Terengganu

93%

90%

7.2%

87%

66%

100%

Spares
Labour for repair &
maintenance work

•

Transport to and from
port (Import of
concentrate and export
of finished product)

2.0%

Waste disposal services
Mobile equipment
Consultant cost
Utilities & energy

50.2%

•
•
•
•

Malaysia

40.6%

•
•

Logistics

Others

Chemicals, packaging,
consumables

% of total costs* sourced from

74%**

*Excludes concentrate, employee compensation and outsource cost
**Assumes consulting is 100% outside of Pahang and Terengganu; logistics is 39% outside of Pahang & Terengganu

85%
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OPERATIONAL PERIOD

1

GDP

RM 2.6Bn (nominal) added to Malaysia’s GDP by Lynas

Annual GDP Impact, FY2013 - FY2018

Key Insights

RM Mn

969
624

373

330

227

198

369

170

149

226

436

194

252

275

281

127

140

167
-12

96

2014

2015

2016

2017

24
-48

2013

-230

Direct Effect

-189

Indirect Effect

2018

Induced Effect

Note: Partial year operation in FY2013

•

Negative direct effect in early
years due to losses, partly
attributed by lower plant recoveries
and efficiencies

•

Through interviews with employees,
savings rate is much lower than
average national savings rate
reported by Bank Negara
Malaysia. Hence, very high induced
effect would result
Regional comparison: In FY2015,
Lynas accounted for 3.7% of
Kuantan’s Gross Value Add

Assumptions:
1. For induced GDP effect, 70% of salary
after taxes to expatriates/foreign workers
is assumed to be remitted

Source: Lynas; PE Research Analysis; DOSM’s Principal Statistics for Manufacturing in Pahang
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OPERATIONAL PERIOD

1

Increased value-added from higher production, which in
return increases ‘direct effect’

GDP

Production Volume FY2015 - FY2018
REOt
26.4% p.a.
8,799

16,003

12,631
8,735

10,780

12,309

2,258

3,896

5,223

5,444

FY2015

FY2016

FY2017

FY2018

6,541

NdPr

•

17,753

Others (RTS)

Significant improvement in efficiency observed
•

Improved plant reliability and recoveries and good price of rare earth. Upgraded leach neutralisation circuits to increase
recoveries

•

Plans to further increase NdPr to 600 tonnes/ month in early 2019. Additionally, it is expected new separation and processing
capability will deliver broader and more differentiated product range to participate in expanded and higher value segments
Source: Lynas
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OPERATIONAL PERIOD

2

RM57Mn added to Malaysia’s GNI by Lynas in FY2018

GNI

GNI

GNI Impact FY2018
RM Mn

369

-308

GDP Direct Impact

Income Transfer

Key Insights
•

Minimal GNI impact to Malaysia
as project is 98.52% foreignowned
•

-9

57

Personal Income
Remitted

Total

As at 28 Oct, local ownership
is 1.48%

Assumptions:
1. For induced GDP effect, 70% of salary
after taxes to expatriates/foreign
workers is assumed to be remitted
2. No corporate income tax due to
cumulative tax losses (see slide 24). Tax
exemption under Pioneer Status not
utilised to-date

Source: Lynas; PE Research Analysis
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OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3

1,385 additional jobs created in the Malaysian economy

JOBS

Employment Created, FY2018

Key Insights

FTE Equivalent
369

1,385

•

Direct employees mostly from
Kuantan and Kemaman

•

Indirect employees from around
Kuantan area (Balok & Beserah).
Few instances of support staff
(accounts & admin) from Klang
Valley in the case of larger suppliers

•

From interviews with suppliers,
number of indirect hires
observed to be lower than IO
table

1,016

Direct

Indirect

Employment for
production of Final
Product in plant

Employment in businesses
that supply goods and
services

Total

Regional comparison: Lynas
accounted for 2.7% of Kuantan’s
employed workforce in FY2015
Note:
1. Direct effect includes direct employees
and full-time outsource workers

Source: Lynas; PE Research Analysis; Department of Statistics Malaysia; Interview with Lynas Suppliers
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OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3

91% direct semi-skilled and skilled-jobs created, with locals
taking up 98% of jobs

JOBS

Direct Employment Created, FY2018

Direct Jobs Split, FY2018

FTE Equivalent

%
312

1,016

Skilled

Total

Foreigners
2%

611
93
Non-skilled

Semi-skilled

Typically includes
manual workers with
minimum
academic/skills
qualifications

Typically includes
Diploma holders and
below and/or
certificate holders
for specific skills

Typically includes
Degree holders and
above and/or
advanced certificate
for specialised skills

Percentage

9.1%

60.1%

30.7%

Pahang

17.6%

63.0%

19.4%

Lynas has
higher
percentage of
skilled workers
than Pahang

Local
98%

Positive job impact for local
community. Almost 100% jobs
are filled by locals from Pahang
and Terengganu

Source: Lynas; PE Research Analysis; Department of Statistics Malaysia
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OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3

99% of jobs created are middle- and high-income category;
median income is ~4x Pahang’s median

JOBS

Employment Created, FY2018

Key Insights

FTE Equivalent

•

Low-income

Middle-income

High-income

1.2%

43.1%

55.7%
229
162

7
Monthly
income
Percentage

<RM1,000 RM1,000 - RM2,000 - RM4,000 - RM7,000 - >RM10,000
<RM2,000 <RM4,000 <RM7,000 <RM10,000
0.0%

1.2%

4.4%

38.7%

27.4%

28.3%

•

394% higher than Pahang’s
average (RM1,600)

•

265% higher than National
average (RM2,160)

•

High capacity utilisation due to
high staff overtime. With growing
demand for rare earth, slowdown in
capacity utilisation is not expected

•

As consequence shift towards
higher paid jobs in Pahang and
Malaysia

167

26

Median income is RM7,896

Assumptions:
1. Based on employees’ average gross
salary (includes allowances & overtime)
2. Only includes Lynas’ direct employees
and not contractor’s employees

Source: Lynas; PE Research Analysis; Department of Statistics Malaysia
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4

RM 22.8Mn cumulative taxes paid by Lynas to local and
National Government since FY2011

TAXES

Taxes Paid, FY2011 - FY2018

Key Insights

RM ‘000

•

5,570
Higher
withholding
taxes paid for
consultants

376

• No corporate income tax paid
due to cumulative losses
incurred. With cumulative
losses, pioneer status tax
exemption is yet to be utilised

4,296
3,565
1,979

4,890

2,211
242

1,494

304

443

315
545
634

2011

2012

2013

1,526

1,855

1,665

260
220

160
438

642

1,060

1,055

1,306

1,257

1,258

1,257

2014

2015

2,057

1,786

1,002

Local Authorities

• Lynas granted import duty
exemption similar to other
export-oriented companies
•

2016

2017

2018

National Government - Company Tax

National Government - Employee Tax

Taxes paid relates to taxes on
interest income and withholding
taxes of consultant fees

Employee tax paid relates to
personal income tax paid for
foreigners who are tax residents of
Malaysia, but paid salary in Australia

Note: Lynas has been granted pioneer status with corporate tax exemption until January 2019; subject to further 7year extension

Source: Lynas; PE Research Analysis
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5

RM 2.6Bn investment by Lynas in Malaysia since FY2008
(includes Repair & Maintenance cost)

INVESTMENT

Total Investment, FY2008 - FY2018 + additional capital investment of RM ~300Mn by local suppliers
RM Mn

CONSTRUCTION

OPERATIONAL

Total: RM 2,176Mn

Total: RM 416Mn
225

140

63

45

61

107

2,592

2018

Total

1,075

Investment during operational
period relates to new Property,
Plant and Equipment (59%),
Upgrade & Improvement (4.1%) and
Repair & Maintenance (36.9%)

479
188
2008

177

31

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Note: Partial year plant operation in 2013

Source: Lynas
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Lynas’ investment has benefited Malaysia

Quantitative

1

2

3

4

5

GNI
+RM 969Mn

+RM 57.4Mn

+1,385

+RM 22.8Mn

RM 2.6Bn

GDP
FY2018

GNI
FY2018

FTE Equivalent
Jobs
FY2018

Tax Contribution
Cumulative since
FY2011

FDI
Cumulative since
FY2008

Others

§ Foreign exchange earnings (foreign currency inflow) and money supply
§ Building local community through CSR
§ Skill transfer and development of supporting businesses
§ Potential import reduction of Kieserite into Malaysia
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Lynas’ operations positively contributed to strengthening RM
RM Currency Inflow, FY2015 - FY2018

Average RM Daily Bank Balance, FY2015 - FY2018

RM Mn

RM Mn
511

372

299

•

848

440
-68

612
-313

-325

2015

2016

2017

Currency Inflow

129.5

523

Currency Outflow

1,194

64.3

43.8
39.1

2018
-683

2015

2016

2017

2018

Net RM currency inflow into the country. Positive contribution to strengthening RM
•

Current products are all exported, resulting in high currency inflow. Currency outflow is mainly for repayment of borrowings and
interest payments

•

Majority of cash balance in RM still in Malaysia (as seen by average RM daily bank balance). Cash not yet remitted to Australia

•

Note: In FY2017, RM 18.7Mn financial guarantee paid to AELB. In FY2018, foreign currency outflow for AELB deposits amounting to
USD23.4Mn placed with HSBC Australia

Source: Lynas; PE Research Analysis
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Lynas spends approx. RM 0.5Mn p.a. on CSR activities
CSR Spending, FY2011 – FY2018

Key Insights

RM ‘000

•

Actively engages in CSR,
especially community development

•

Example of activities:

1,535

907

Spending around RM 0.5Mn p.a. for
CSR activities

524

501
164

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

461

483

2017

2018

262

2016

•

•

Annual Back to School

•

Annual carnival with Kuantan
Municipal Council

•

Upgrading of local facilities
(e.g. Balok Library)

•

Festive celebrations with
different culture groups

For FY2019, Lynas has also
engaged with other large
chemical companies in Gebeng;
offered to contribute RM0.5Mn each
to upgrade water supply for the
Kuantan area

Source: Lynas
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Employees found training to be useful, helped their career enhancement;
contractors have benefited from safety training
Employees’ Opinion on Training Usefulness
%
Not useful
0%

Useful
100%

Key Insights
•

All employees found training to be useful and gained
additional skills

•

Wide range of training provided. They include:

•

•

Operational and executive staff - DOSH mandatory
training (e.g. scaffold competency, working at height &
basic rescue, confined space rescue, chemical handling, job
hazards analysis) and non-mandatory training (e.g. firefighting, high-level rescue training, introduction to positive
attitude safety system, ergonomics & manual handling);

•

Managers and above - DOSH mandatory training (e.g.
radiation safety and health, safety health officer, hazard
identification, risk assessment & risk) and non-mandatory
trainings (e.g. ISO9001, budgeting seminars, HR
seminars).

Contractors say that Lynas’ safety requirements were more
stringent than other companies. Contractors were required to
attend safety training.

Source: Lynas, Interview with Lynas Employees and Suppliers
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Lynas’ by-product NUF is substitute to Kieserite; can reduce imports by
RM 87Mn p.a.
Background
I

II

Neutralisation Underflow
Residue (“NUF”) is a type of
magnesium rich gypsum, which
can be used as substitute to
Kieserite1
Kieserite is commonly used
prior to or during growing season
to meet nutrient requirement of
crops2
•

For oil palm, commonly
used to supply Mg

Assumptions
Based on input from Lynas:
•

but NUF contains Ca. Oil palm
growth increases with increasing
amount of Ca in the soil1. It also
increases pH of soil for oil palm

RM Mn
Kieserite

1kg of Kieserite replaced by
1.4kg of NUF
NUF contains less Mg, so more
needs to be applied compared
to Kieserite

•

Current NUF on-site = 850,000
dry tonnes

•

Annual NUF production =
200,000 dry tonnes

•

NUF assessed at no
additional cost

•

Current average import value
of Kieserite = USD157/ tonne3

•

Exchange rate: USD1 = RM4.19

III Kieserite does not contain Ca,

Kieserite Import Reduction

399

94

Based on 2017
import volume,
RM 87Mn p.a.
reduction in
currency outflow

Existing NUF Annual NUF
Volume
Production
Volume

Potential reduction in import. In 2017,
Malaysia imported 132k tonnes of
Kieserite; 2nd largest importer (in terms
of volume) after Indonesia

Source: 1Lynas; PE Research Analysis; 2International Plant Nutrition Institute; 3Trademap
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The following areas of strategic impact have been identified:

A

B

C

D

Global Demand

Strategic Industrial
Development

Regional
Development

Investors’
Confidence
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GLOBAL DEMAND

A

Growing global rare earth due to demand for high tech products
Global Rare Earth Production and Demand

Key Insights
• Rare earth found in many places in earth’s
crust, but rarely exist in commercially viable
concentrations
• Processing is the most challenging part
• Due to elements having same ionic
charge and same size
• With Lynas plant, technical processing
know-how is gained in Malaysia
• Nd and Pr are two of rare earth elements that
are highest in demand
• Key ingredient in NdFeB permanent
magnet motors
• Current global market size is 35,000 to
45,000 tonnes pa. including non NdFeB
applications

Source: MDPI (Global Potential of Rare Earth Resources and Rare Earth Demand from Clean Technologies)
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STRATEGIC INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Malaysia is 2nd largest global producer of REO, with China exporting
~80% of global needs

B

REO Processers 2016
§
§
§
§
§
§

Main Types of REO Produced

China 84%
Malaysia 11% (Lynas)
Russia 2%
India
1%
Brazil
1%
Others 1%

•
•
•
•

Production Size and Growth (in REOt)
5.0% p.a.
111,800

123,100

134,400

142,200

163,500

174,800

Key Points

CAGR

2014

2015
China

2016

•

Essential functions of REEs in a range of high-tech
products making them strategic items of national
relevance

•

China dominates production. Malaysia produces ~18,000
tonnes p.a.

•

New plants planned in Laos and UK

17.1%
0.7%

2013

2017

Rest of World

2018

Lanthanum (La)
Cerium (Ce)
Neodymium (Nd)
Praseodymium (Pr)

Source: Markets and Markets; Statista
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STRATEGIC INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

B

Current global REO shortage, due to China’s export quotas and
production limits
Background

I

II

III

In 2011, China imposed export
ban resulting in Nd prices
reaching USD500 per kg
Large black market in China.
Chinese Govt is looking at ways
to legitimise these supplies and
achieve more environmentally
compliant industry operations
China is looking to reduce
production and limit exports.
In Oct 2018, China announced
production quota of 45,000
tonnes in 2H 2018 - sufficient
supply only for domestic uses

Rare Earth Industry Development
and Implementation Plan

Made in China 2025

•

Covers 2016 to 2020 period

•

•

Fixed target of reducing Solvent
Extraction capacity from 300,000
tonnes (2015) to 200,000 tonnes
(2020)

Aims to expand economic
dominance of Chinese enterprises
and disadvantage foreign
enterprises

•

Encourages expansion and
development of high-tech
applications in conjunction with
consumption of rare earth minerals

•

Reduction of rare earth exports
from 57% of 2015 output to 30% of
2020 output

•

Target to make 90% of Chinese rare
earth companies compliant with
energy and environmental
legislation (only 30% comply)

•

Government indicates further
industry consolidation and no new
mining rights apart from six stateowned rare earth groups

Chinese policies will continue to
impact RE Supply Chain. Limiting
RE exports and production to
expand Chinese enterprises
economic dominance

Source: China Ministry of Commerce; China Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
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STRATEGIC INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

With REO global shortage, Malaysia could expand production, and also
downstream … if other factors were available
Presence in Malaysia
Rare Earth

REO Demand by Application 20161
%
Ceramics
5%

DOWNSTREAM

B

Phosphors
5%

Glass
6% Polishing
12%

Other
8%

Magnets
28%

• Information on permanent magnets
• Market size: USD20Bn with 6% 12% growth p.a. (~80% by value
of demand, ~20% by volume)
• Mostly manufactured in China
(80%) and Japan (15%)

Metal
Alloys
17%

Magnet Manufacturer

• Minimal downstream presence

Catalysts
19%

Note: A type of magnet - Globally, only TDK,
Hitachi Metals, Shin-Etsu Chemical and
VAC capable of producing highperformance NdFeB permanent magnet
(seizing 50% of market)2

Catalyst Manufacturer

Magnets dominates demand
application, followed by catalysts
Note: Annual rare earth consumption of 159,500 tonnes
(USD 3 to 5Bn Global Market)

Potential to attract investors to
set-up downstream
manufacturing plants in
Malaysia

Source: 1Alkane Resources, 2Cre.net
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STRATEGIC INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

B

Subsequently, Malaysia may have strategic advantage to become a
major producer of EV parts (high growth market)…

Most car parts contain rare earth magnets (especially
Hybrid and EV)
Hybrid & EV Part

Quantity

Type of RE
Magnet

3,800-4,200g

Nd

800-5,000g

Mostly Nd, Dy

160-200g

Mostly NdFeB

Door & window systems

67-85g

Mostly NdFeB

Fuel and Exhaust system for Hybrids

70-80g

Mostly Ce

HVAC systems

45-50g

Mostly Nd & Dy

Entertainment (speakers, radio, etc)

40-50g

Mostly NdFeB

Various other items (security, seats,
cameras, etc)

20-30g

Mostly Nd

EV Batteries
Hybrid engine or electric motor
compartment
Steering, transmission, braking systems

Example: A typical Toyota Prius uses 25 kilograms
(55 pounds) of rare earths, compared to 1 kilogram
(2.2 lbs) in a typical combustion-engine vehicle

Passenger Light Duty Vehicle Sales, 2000-20501
Mn

•

Fuel-hybrid expected to move to full electric vehicles (“EV”)

•

Expected strong growth of EV. Estimated around 3.1Mn
EV in 2017, and forecasted to hit 125Mn by 20301

•

Moving in direction of Malaysia’s intention to develop
electric-based national car, and as part of Govt emphasis
and policy on climate change2

Source: 1IEA Global EV Outlook, 2The Malaysian Reserve (18 Nov 2018)
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…and other Green/ Clean Technologies products

Green Technological Products

Wind Turbines

Energy Saving
Lighting

Others

•

Rare earth magnets make wind turbines more efficient. With many high wind locations already been
used, efficiency of wind turbines become more important

•

By 2030, wind power is forecasted to supply up to 20% of global electricity

•

Germany, Denmark and Spain are top countries that manufactures wind turbines

•

Represent largest global application of one rare earth element, terbium

•

Key components of energy efficient lighting are phosphors containing rare earths

•

Used in lighting and optical applications to enable color and light adjustment, miniaturization, and
energy efficiency

•

Robots are a key strategy of Industrial 4.0. Rare earth magnets are used in Robots

•

However, due to rare earth shortages, electronic and automotive manufacturers are looking for ways to
use less amount of rare earth in applications

Source: Global Wind Energy Council1; Statista
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However, the residue disposal concerns should be addressed
Comments

Background
•

Rare earth processing produces residue with low
levels of radioactivity and needs to be managed
•

•

Options for managing environmental issues

•

Although Lynas’ residue management plan is clear,
focused and in line with internationally accepted
principles, there is still a need to finalise recycling plans or
permanent storage

Lynas produces Water Leach Purification Residue
(“WLP”). Classified as a radioactive material
(about 6 Bq/g of Th)

•

•

CondiSoil was developed under the Lynas
CondiSoil Project, being part of the Lynas plan for
Special Management of its scheduled waste under
Regulation 7(1) Environmental Quality (Scheduled
Waste) Regulations 2005

By way of example, material with similar levels of
radioactivity can be used in roadbase material such as in
the United Kingdom (Lynas’ website)
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Spurred growth in supporting industries around Gebeng area
(Kuantan, Beserah, Balok, Kemaman)

EXAMPLES

Chemicals

•

Chemicals make up large part of inputs for rare earth processing

•

One investor invested ~RM90Mn in new chemical plant in Gebeng to support Lynas

•

•

Lynas accounts for ~90% business of new plant. Intermediate material supplied
is increasing, however in recent years, remained stagnant

•

Hired 40 staff and 10 contractors in new plant (locals from Beserah, Balok) and
dedicated 5 additional admin personnel

•

Planned RM5Mn investment in 2019 for additional acid storage tank and repair and
maintenance

Another chemicals producer invested ~RM170Mn to expand capacity at their Kemaman
plant to support Lynas and other customers
•

Lynas accounts for 40%-50% of business of the new plant. Volume supplied has
been increasing, with a ~20% increase from 2016

•

Hired 45 staff and 20 contractors to support Lynas volume (locals from the
Kemaman area)

Source: Interview with Lynas Suppliers
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Spurred growth in supporting industries around Gebeng area
(Kuantan, Beserah, Balok, Kemaman) (cont’d)

EXAMPLES

•

Logistics

Skilled
Contractors
and Others

•

MNC supplier set-up branch office in Gebeng due to Lynas. Due to branch office
expansion, able to serve other smaller businesses in East Coast region
•

Lynas accounts for 80% of their East Coast region revenue

•

Additional 10 staff (truck drivers and admin). All locals from surrounding areas

•

Plans to purchase additional 2 trucks and 15 trailers (~RM1Mn investment)

Logistics supplier expanded business into waste management and gained new skills
•

Purchased heavy equipment (excavators, tipper trucks) for waste management

•

Additional 50 staff for waste management and 10 staff for logistics respectively (all
locals from surrounding areas)

•

RM4 Mn new investment by scaffolding contractor to support Lynas business …
purchase new poles, platforms and conduct DOSH required staff safety training

•

RM2.7Mn in crane by crane leasing contractor to serve Lynas for maintenance and
expansion

Source: Interview with Lynas Suppliers
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INVESTORS’ CONFIDENCE
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Trade associations view … Malaysia needs to have a predictable
economic, political and policy environment

Malaysia had long been regarded as
an attractive investment destination
due to its reliable legal framework;
predictable economic, political and
policy environment; and demonstrated
openness to investment from the
government and business community

The new administration is promoting the
5C’s: Consistency, Clarity, Continuity,
Certainty, and Confidence; Consistency
is one of the most critical principles for
investors who are looking for a
predictable policy environment
InvestKL

Malaysia Australia Business Council

Source: The Star, Interview with Trade Associations
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From an economic perspective, Lynas made a positive impact nationally
and in Pahang (especially around Kuantan area)
Observed Impacts

GDP and GNI

Jobs creation

•
•

Cumulative RM2.6Bn GDP contribution to Malaysian economy since start of operations
GNI impact less due to foreign ownership of project, however, indirect and induced impacts observed
(local businesses around Gebeng area benefited)

•

Middle and high-income jobs created. Median income is ~4x Pahang median; in line with moving
Malaysia towards a high income nation
Majority of jobs created are semi-skilled and skilled jobs. Fits Malaysia’s policy on skills development.
Majority employed are locals from around Kuantan (Gebeng, Balok, Berserah) and Kemaman

•

•
•

Tax and
Investments

•

Minimal taxes paid due to accumulated losses. Tax exemption under pioneer status not yet utilised
Capital intensive plant with high investments. On-going upgrades, and repair and maintenance to
increase efficiency and productivity of plant
Local investment around Gebeng increased as a result of Lynas. For example, new chemical plant,
logistics branch office, new equipment
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Moving forward, Malaysia may gain further economic impact, skills
transfer and investments
Current Scenario

Observations

•

•

Growing global demand for rare earth. No slowdown
expected, market projected to double by 2025
•

•

•

Attract foreign companies with downstream
knowledge to set up in Malaysia

•

With downstream, strategic advantage to
manufacture electric vehicles and green
technologies product (e.g. wind turbine, energy
saving lighting)

•

In line with Malaysia’s vision of national based
electric car and concerns on climate change

China dominates production (80%), and Malaysia is
the 2nd largest producer (11%) due to Lynas plant
•

•

NdPr and NdFeB magnets will play a pivot role
in mobility (electric vehicles) and green (low to
zero emissions) technologies product

Malaysia can capitalise on strategic and geo-political
significance of rare earth

China is limiting production and exports of rare
earth, hence exacerbating global REO shortage

Processing is most difficult and complex part of rare
earth production. With Lynas plant, Malaysia gained
new skills and knowledge

•

However, need to work on a permanent solution for
residue disposal

•

Investors’ confidence plays an important role to
support investment into the country
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Backup

Overview on application of Rare Earth

Source: UNCTAD Secretariat from Great Western Minerals Group Ltd, US Geological Survey, 2011, http://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/rare_earths/, Commodities at a
Glance: Special issue on rare earths, UNCTAD 2014, http://projourno.org/elemental-table_610x2186-1/
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Backup

Estimated rare earth resource reserves at 120Mn tonnes (in Jan 2018)
Estimated reserves
Mn Tonnes

18

Russia and
former Soviet
states
China
44

US
1.4
22
India
6.9
22

Vietnam

Brazil
Australia
3.4

Others
2.3
Note: Under Others, Malaysia has 300,000 tonnes reserves
Source: US Geological Survey (Jan 2018)
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Backup

Lynas’ cost is focused on few key items; procuring of items is maximised
from Malaysian owned suppliers
Cost Breakdown, FY2018
RM ‘000

337,962
269,431

113,056
63,303

43,830

Repair &
Utility & Energy
Maintenance

17,620

16,299

10,509

5,899

Freight

Consumables

Mobile
Equipment

Waste disposal

Others

Concentrate

Chemicals

Local

0%

94%

87%

100%

100%

66%

66%

100%

66%

Import

100%

6%

13%

0%

0%

34%

34%

0%

34%

Source: Lynas
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Backup

Lynas’ CSR activities focus on community development, Kuantan
Municipality
CSR Activities, FY2016 – FY2018
RM ‘000

700

171

Community Development

Carnival

80

76

Sports Activities

Sponsorship (University
and Govt Agencies)

40

Facilities Upgrade
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Interviews with Employees and Suppliers
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SUPPLIERS

18 suppliers were interviewed from the following categories:
Suppliers’ Share by Revenue

Number of Suppliers Interviewed by Category

%

#
Utilities
(Excluded)
7%

9

Not
Intervie
wed
32%
Interviewed
61%

3

3
2
1

Chemicals &
Packaging

Total interviewed = 18

Logistics

Repair &
Maintenance

Outsource &
Manpower

Others

Note: Suppliers were selected based on cost contribution (top large cost contributors interviewed)
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SUPPLIERS

Lynas contributes significant revenue to suppliers’ business
Average Contribution of Lynas to Total Revenue
%

Key Insights
•

From suppliers interviewed, Lynas contributed ~43% of
total revenue in 2017
•

Lynas
43%

Others
57%

percentage may be higher if smaller suppliers’ revenue
were taken into account

•

10 out of 18 major suppliers interviewed hired additional
staff

•

83% of suppliers interviewed hired 100% local staff
•

77% made additional investments (into machinery and
skills training) to do business with Lynas

•

44% of major suppliers sourced labour and materials from
other local suppliers

•

In total, Lynas’ suppliers invested at least RM115Mn into
building new plants, upgrading facilities and equipment,
and training staff

Source: Interview with Lynas Suppliers
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EMPLOYEES

46 Lynas’ employees were interviewed
Employees interviewed by salary band

Key Insights

#

•

13

12

•

13

4

Taking into account all salary bands,
marginal propensity to save is 13%

•

In terms of education received, of
employees interviewed:

3
•

RM2,000 <RM3,000

RM3,000 <RM4,000

RM4,000 <RM5,000

RM5,000 <RM10,000

RM10,000
and above

Average of 3.4 persons are
dependents and 1.3 are workers

•

1
RM1,000 <RM2,000

Based on interviews, average of 4.7
persons per household

•

40% had university degrees

•

54% up to technical institutes or
polytechnics

•

6% up to high school

15% of employees interviewed did not
have work experience prior to joining
Lynas

Source: Interview with Lynas’ Employees
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EMPLOYEES

Employees do not feel that Lynas pose health or environmental risk and
overall satisfied with Lynas
Do you think Lynas poses a health or environmental risk?

Key Insights
•

Yes
No

Are you satisfied working with Lynas?

Yes
No

•

Employees opined there is no negative health or
environmental risks to their local community
•

Initially, there were concerns about health or
environmental risks when plant was set-up

•

However, after they have worked in the plant,
the majority in the local community did not think
it an issue as the plant has met Government
regulations on health and safety

Employees also opined that Lynas gives opportunity
for them to skill up
•

Attended mandatory and optional training which
has broaden their exposure

•

Some compared with their former workplace,
where they did not get training on the right
technical skills

Source: Interview with Lynas’ Employees
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Thank you

